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A NOTE ON THE ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF EMPTY CELLS

UNDER BOSE-EINSTEIN STATISTICS

By C. J. PARK

1. Introduction and summary.

Assume that m indistinguishable balls are randomly distributed into n dis
1:inct cells such that each of the distinct emplacement is equally likely with
-the probability

1

We shall refer to this assumption as Bose-Einstein statistics. Let Xj=l if.
-the'ith cell is empty and Xj=O otherwise. Let So= EXj , thus So is the num-

;=1

ber of empty cells expressed as sum of dependent Bemoulli random vari
ables. The distribution of So under Bose- Einstein statistics has been studied
"by others; see, for example, [2J, [6J, and [7J. Employing the technique
used by Harris or Park [3J and Park [5J, we will show that, as m, n~oo

-so that m!n516~oo or n!m3/4~oo, the limiting distribution of (SO-p.(So»!O"
(So) is the standard normal distribution.

We also give a representation of So as a sum of independent Bernoulli varia
-bles.

2. Asymptotic normality of So.

The probability distribution of So is well known and it can be written

P[So=soJ

.Also see Neuts [4J, p.150.
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(2)

The kth factorial moment of So is given by. see Wilks [8J. p.445.

(1) E(So(i»=,um=n(l:) (m+n
m

k-1)/ (m+,:-l). k=O.1.2•...•

where n(i)=n(n-l)···(n-k+l) •.
Consequently the factorial moment generating function of So can be written

00 t i n-l (~)(m+n~k-l)ti
<Pm, .. (t) = ~ pm -kl = ~ (+ 1)i=O • i=O m n-

m

Let Km, .. (t) be the corresponding factorial cumulant generating function,.
then

00 t r
(3) Km, .. (t) =lncPm, .. (t) i~K[r] r! '

where K[r]=K[r] (m. n) is the rth factorial cumulant of So.
The factorial cumulants are related to the cumulants in the same way as the
factorial moments are related to the moments, that is

(4)
r

Kr=.~(Xj,rK[j], where
J=1

(Xj,r are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. To establish the asymp
totic"normality of So. we will show that for r>2. K r K2-r/2_0 as m and n
~end to infinity. Now we introduce the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. The rth cumtdant of So

Kr=O(n) as n-OO for r=1.2• ....

Proof. Let P(t)=(l+t)n=~(~)t'"

a polynomial of degree n with every root -1. Then let

PI (t) =P(t) __t_p ' (t)
n

"1"_,1 •

Thus PI (t) is a monic polynomial of degree (n-I) with all roots -1. For
v~l, define

P,,+1{t) =P,,(t) - ( n~v )p,,' (t); then we readily see that

Pm~)=cPm,.. (t) where cPm,n(t) is de4med in (2). Now define
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Q".(t) = (n+m) P ".+1 (t)

= (n+m) P". (t) -tP".' (t).

Then it can be verified (c. f. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in [3J) that for eve
ry m:2 1, Q". (t) has (n-I) real roots and all of its roots ~ -1 because Pm (t)
is a polynomial of degree (n-I) and has (n-I) real roots ~ -1.
Hence,

n-1JnP". (t) =n-llntP".,,, (t) =n-1K".,,, (t)

is analytic in It 1<1-
Thus for It I<1,

Re(n-1InP".(t)) =n-1ln\P".(t) I
~n-1Jn1:.:o (:) It I~=ln(I+ It\) ~ In2.

We can now apply a well-known theorem of Caratheordory (see DJ and
00

references in [3J). That is, if f(z)=1:ajz j ; \zl<I and Re[f(z)J::;;I for
J=l

Iz I<1, then \aj I<2 for all j. Thus, since

00 t r
Km, " (t) =JtK[r]rr-' we have

IK[r] I ::;; nr! In4.

Hence the theorem follows from (4).
0-1

CoROLLARY: 80 = 1: Y j, where Y j are independent Bernoulli random variables,
)=1

with P[Yj=IJ=-rj, and _1_ is the jth root of tP".,,.(t) , j=I,2, "', n-l.
rj

Proof. Since the (n -1) roots of tPm,,, (t) are real and ::;; -1, we can write

0-1

tP".,,,(t) =.If (l-rjt), -I~rj<O.
J=l

The factorial moment generating function of a. Bernoulli random variable is

E(I+t)Y=l+pt, where P(Y=I)=P=l-P[Y=O]. By setting P=-rj.
the corollary follows.

From (1), we have

(n-I)
n~--'-----='--:---

(m+n-I)



(.5)
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K2=Var(So) =(f2(SO) =n ( n-l )( m )( m )
m+n-l m+n-1 m+n-2

We now establish the limiting distribution of

So*= (So- f1. (So» / (f (So)

THEOREM 2: If one of the conditions (i) - (iii) is satisfied, the limiting distri
bution of So* is the standard normal distribution as m and n~oo,

( i) lim~=p>O,
__ ext n

(ii) lim~=O and ~6 ~OO, or._00 n n

m n{iii) -~oo and ~~OO.
n m

Proof: To establish the theorem it suffices to show that K r / K2r'2 ~O for
,r>2. From Theorem 1, this is equivalent to showing that nK2-3!2~O.

Let m/n=p(n) and since p(n)/(I+p(n»=O(n), from (5) we have

K 2=n[ Clrp)3 ] +O( 1~p )

Thus, the conclusion holds for p~O as n~oo whenever m/n5/6~oo and for
'p~oo as m and n tend to infinity with n/m3/4~oo. The conclusion clearly
.holds if p has a positive limit as m and n tend to infinity.

REMARK: (1) With a slight modification of notation, 'one can establish a
conclusion similar to Theorem 2 for the hypergeometric distribution.

(2) Let Wmj denote the number of balls required to get n-j cells occupied
for the first time. Then the asymptotic normality of Wn, j can he deduced
from··the following identity,

P[Wn,j~mJ=P[So~n-j].

EXAMPLE: Let m=3, n=3, then the factorial moment generating func
tion of So is

IPs,3(t)=1+ i~ t +lotz.

The roots of <P3,3 (t) = 0 are

r1=-2-2j ~ and r2=-2+2 j ~.

:From the Corollary, we have
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